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The Problem: High fault rate in cabinets

Tool-Less 10 pair module for cross 
connect cabinet.
Upgrade cabinets with LSA-TL (Tool-less gel-filled modules) 
for excellent network performance and reliability

10 pair cross connect modules are  a Critical Component in any Access Network 
to ensure the range of copper services including Broadband are delivered to 
the customer. It’s essential to have good IDC technology at this critical move in 
network.

The first step of Improving the technology is to identify the basic engineering 
factors that negatively impact reliability performance knowing water, copper and 
electricity impact services dramatically. However user behaviours such as lack of 
use of appropriate tools or no tools damage IDC’s and impair transmission.

A vital component within the Copper Cabinet is the cross-connection modules 
and the key factors that impact the reliability of these components are:

Factors that impact reliability:

1. Moisture - Moisture ingress, humidity and condensation cycle degrades IDC
2. Weather – Extreme weather, high rainfall, flooding, wash out.
3. Degradation – of legacy modules over time due to moisture ingress, poor

installation and high churn switching pairs over time.
4. Jumper Management – Poor work practices
5. Hands in the Network – Intervention by technicians resulting in inadvertent

faults, fix one cause another.
6. Tools - Incorrect, damaged, No Insertion Tools has a big impact on faults.

This is a big issue as many tools are at end of life or are at poor quality
which damage IDC. A common work practice of not using appropriate tool
contributes to a large number of faults overtime.

7. Testing: Lack of proper test sets or appropriate leads for wide range of legacy
modules causes users to damage conductors by testing across pairs.
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The Solution

To address all the factors that impact on network reliability within the telecom 
cabinet, Dexgreen set-out to design and develop a rugged module to address 
every feature, to provide a more suitable module.

Key features of this solution include:

1. Tool-less feature: No tools now required
● On both jumper and wiring side. You can operate the profiled

sliders with your thumb or fingers.
● When you withdraw the slider the jumper stays terminated,

preventing any accidental disconnection faults.

2. Gel Encapsulant: To prevent moisture
● Flexible silicone gel encapsulates the terminations.
● This protects them from moisture ingress and condensation,

and prevents subsequent faults due to corrosion.
● They are even submersible making recovery from short term

flooding quicker and easier. The gel stays intact for at least
100 terminations.

3. 45° silver-plated IDC: Better contact
● IDC (Insulation Displacement Connector) terminals are at 45°

to the wire.
● This increases the surface area in contact with the wire, giving

better conductivity and improving higher speed broadband
performance.

● The conductor projects 4mm passed the terminal for a secure
connection and to prevent insulation debris.

4. Disconnection feature: Facilitate testing – critical feature
● The test ports are “disconnect” allowing you to test in both

directions using the test adaptor without removing wires .
● The contacts are silver plated for long term durability and for

good performance with high frequency services.

5. New design integrated strain relief: Better conduction 
management

● New design integrated strain relief.
● This allows you to terminate cable pairs quickly and neatly

during build and fault volume reduction work, with or without
the wiring jig.

● Volume people can now replace connectors without need for
tools or jigs.
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6. High Density: 300 + 400 columns
● Increased pitch gives you more room between modules

making it easier to provide and trace jumpers.
● This also prevents congestion problems which lead to faults.
● You can identify your circuit quickly.

7. Backmount Frame: Ease of retrofit
● Back mounts are supplied as single columns rather than pairs

riveted together and the preferred securing method is via the
PCP mounting rails.

● This gives you more flexibility in making best use of space,
especially on FVR work or when providing NGA ties.

8. Integrated Top Guides: Cable management
● The integrated top guides are designed to reduce congestion

and deflect jumpers away from the corners of the top two
connector modules.

● They reduce friction and make provision and recovery of
jumpers quicker and easier.

9. Replacable Velcro Straps: Jumper management
● Replaceable Velcro straps are used to control jumpers

between columns.
● This prevents the bad practice of wrapping and anchoring

jumpers, and allows poorly routed jumpers to be more easily
corrected.

10. Jacking Brackets: Ease of retrofit
● Jacking brackets are now integral to the mounting column

and are supplied with the kit.
● They are simply screwed and pushed into place.
● This keeps them away from the jumper field and away from

your knuckles, and avoids the cost of buying them separately.

11.
4-pole Test Adaptor: Testing both ways

● High quality 4 pole test adaptor.
● Designed to be robust and allow you to test confidently in

both directions without removing jumpers.

12. Outrigger: Ease of installation
● Clever device that allows cable pairs and jumpers to be

terminated without continually rotating the connector
module.

● It’s like having an extra hand to help you with Fault Volume
Reduction (FVR) and build work. It defines consistent cable
pair lengths and saves you time.

13.
Designation System

● Simple familiar designation system.
● Numbers are used to designate the first circuit of each 100

pair block, and last circuit of each connector.

14. Coloured Marking Caps 
● The sliders themselves are coloured in standard green and

blue to provide a robust identification method for E-sides and
D-sides.

● Additional coloured clip-on marker caps are available with
yellow being used for NGA ties and red ones can be used for
highlighting other circuits.
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Result
Replacing older legacy modules and retrofitting: “tool – less 10 pair modules” in 
existing legacy cross connect cabinets is now possible with the availability of the 
full range of connectors and accessories. 

By installing the LSA-TL into the copper cabinets within the Access Network, 
carriers such as BT Openreach have been very successful and the biggest 
maintenance program undertaken in BT.  Programs deliver next generation 
services to customers and this work can be undertaken by low skill users.

The LSA-TL is a great example of innovative engineering to simplify working 
practices and make them more intuitive, so users can work more productively 
and do a higher quality job more easily.

Fault Volume Reduction initiative of this nature pays back.

It improves productivity through the factors including, but not limited to:

● Identification - Quick and easy identification of the correct copper pair
● Jumper Management - Clear traceability and recovery of old jumpers
● Tool-less - Eliminates the need for an insertion tool
● Performance – specifically engineering to deliver higher bandwidth
● Environmental performance – more resilient to unpredictable climate

change causes networks to be subject to damp and flooding more frequently

Ultimately - the LSA-TL is a revolutionary solution to improve quality of service 
delivered to customers and facilitate Carriers to increase bandwidth delivered 
over Fibre to the Node networks, such as VDSL and g.fast.

Video of Installation
Expert Help

Additional Services


